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Abstract: Software as a service (SaaS) has become a viable alternative for small and
mid-size companies to outsource IT for a reduction of their total cost of IT ownership.
SaaS providers need to be competitive w. r. t. total cost of ownership. Therefore, they
typically consolidate multiple customer systems to share resources at all possible lev-
els: hardware, software, data, and personnel. This kind of resource sharing is known
as multitenancy. In this paper, we will focus on the aspect of multitenancy regard-
ing our new in-memory database system – the SAP in-memory computing engine. In
particular, we will motivate the requirements of multitenant applications towards the
database engine and we will highlight major design decisions made to support multi-
tenancy natively in the in-memory computing engine.

1 Introduction

Dropping DRAM prices and exponentially growing DRAM volumes changed the way we

think about data management. Nowadays, a single blade can hold up to 2 TB of main

memory [HPP10]. Database systems running on a cluster with 25 of these blades can

store the worlds largest companies’ business data, e. g., from enterprise resource planning

(ERP) systems, purely in main memory. Why is this observation so important? Because

of performance.

The architecture of all of the relevant database systems for enterprise applications is de-

signed to cope with the well-known gap between main memory and external memory (see

Table 1). The exchange unit for data transport between external memory and main memory

is a page containing a number of bytes. To optimize for performance, database-internal

data structures (e.g., the B-tree) and query processing algorithms are tailored to paged

data access. Furthermore, advanced page-based buffer management and pre-fetching tech-

niques have been developed to shadow the access gap.
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Table 1: Access time from main memory and disk []

Action Time [ns]

Main memory reference 100

Read 1 MB sequentially from main memory 250,000

Disk seek 10,000,000

Read 1 MB sequentially from disk 30,000,000

In-memory database management systems (DBMSs) keep the operational copy of the data

entirely in main memory. They only need to access external memory in three particular

cases: 1. During system startup to load the main-memory copy, 2. for logging, writing

a checkpoint, and recovery, and 3. to persist meta-data and configuration changes. An

in-memory DBMS can choose to rely on paged data handling (e. g., paged buffering) for

these tasks. All other operations run purely in main memory. For them, the in-memory

DBMSs can avoid paged data handling and encode data in contiguous memory DRAM

areas (i. e., arrays). Storage structures and query processing algorithms can be tailored

to work well with arrays instead of pages. This distinguishes them from a classical disk-

based system equipped with a large buffer space. Such a system is entirely page-oriented

and, compared to in-memory DBMSs, suffers from the organizational overhead imposed

by the page-centric data handling [GMS92].

Besides RAM developments, the multi-core trend also has a substantial impact on data

processing systems. Because the “frequency rally” stopped in 2006, software vendors like

SAP now cannot rely on frequency-based performance speed-up anymore. Instead, we

have to find ways to parallelize our software to – ideally – scale linearly with the number

of available cores. Current hardware architectures have up to 64 cores (on eight sockets)

per blade. All 64 cores have shared access to the main memory. We again mention that

these blades can be switched together in a cluster, resulting in a highly parallel system

with local shared-memory access [HPP10].

The SAP in-memory computing engine (IMCE) is an in-memory DBMS designed for a

multi-blade, multi-core hardware architecture. It is a relational database system with SQL

and full ACID support. Apart from providing standard database functionalities, the IMCE

is also aimed at a sound integration with SAP business applications. Certain requirements

of enterprise applications have influenced the design and functionality of our in-memory

database system. A particular requirement, which we like to showcase in this paper, is

multitenancy – the ability to handle multiple clients or tenants within the IMCE.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we discuss the con-

cept of multitenancy. Then, in Section 3, we give an overview over the key features of the

SAP in-memory computing engine. Section 4 lists the requirements posed by multitenant

applications towards the data-management layer. Section 5 highlights the implications of

multitenancy support in our new database system, before Section 6 concludes the paper.
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2 Multitenancy

The classic on-premise software distribution model for enterprise software (e. g., ERP sys-

tems) involves software licensing by a customer, software installation on his hardware, and

software maintenance by his personnel. Especially smaller and mid-size companies can

easily get overburdened or even distracted from their core competencies by the task to run

their own IT. Although running enterprise software is mission critical to these companies,

the need for cost and complexity reduction makes outsourcing IT by obtaining Software

as a Service (SaaS) viable.

SaaS solutions are completely hosted by a service provider, i. e., the software and the data

resides on the provider’s data centers. Thus, service providers operate the companies’ IT

system off-premise. Compared to on-premise solutions, they can thereby alleviate compa-

nies from the risk of over-provisioning/under-provisioning and under-utilization/saturation

by “elastically” adding and removing resources. Companies, on the other side, only pay

for the service, either by subscription or on a pay-per-use basis.

The reason why all this works for the SaaS provider is resource sharing among customers

at all levels to reduce total cost of ownership (TCO): hardware, software, data, and per-

sonnel. In a SaaS system, a customer is called tenant. Several tenants share the hardware

of a machine, where the mapping between a tenant and its hardware is kept flexible. If a

tenant grows, e. g., because of growing data volumes or because of a growing user base,

the service provider can decide to migrate it on a larger machine (scale up) or to dedicate

more machines to the tenant (scale out). Also, if hardware capabilities grow, the service

provider can decide to put more tenants on a single machine.

Tenants can also share the same software. This is especially true for standard enterprise

software as developed by SAP, but also for generic components, like database systems,

application servers, and repositories. Furthermore, because the provider controls both,

hardware and software, he is not obliged to port the software to all commercially relevant

hardware platforms. Rather, he is able to specially optimize for the hardware of his choice.

Applications running on behalf of multiple tenants can also share (general or public) data,

for example country-specific information like population, currency, exchange rate, and

gross national product (GNP), e. g., for analytics. Furthermore, multitenant applications

can share meta data. Finally, the personnel operating the data centers can share a single

administration framework to unify software and hardware administration for all tenants.

As already stated, SaaS is not only about software. Along with the software, the data goes

to the SaaS provider as well. The question is, how do SaaS providers manage data from

multi-tenant applications. Of course, the solution lies in the realm of database systems. We

see three alternatives how to manage data from multiple tenants with the help of database

systems [JA07]:

∙ Shared machine: The DBMSs running on behalf several tenants share the resources

of a single machine. The advantage of this approach is a good degree of isolation be-

tween tenants and simple tenant migration. Especially when the DBMS is installed

in a virtualized environment (e. g., XEN, VMware, Amazon EC2), DBMS migration
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is as simple as virtual machine migration. Furthermore, standard database systems

can be used to realize the shared machine approach; no tenant-specific functional-

ity is required. Due to the maximum degree of isolation, every tenant can extend

or modify its database schema without restrictions (which is important for tenant-

specific customizations). When a DBMS instance crashes, no other tenants are af-

fected. On the flip side, the various DBMSs installed on a single machine compete

for resources, like memory pools, communication sockets, or execution threads.

Managing these resources generates overhead in each running system. Additionally,

there is no centralized control to govern shared resources (except for the operating

system, which is, however, not aware of the specific resource consumption patterns

of multitenant database systems). Finally, administering one DBMSs instance per

tenant without additional (external) tools can become a cumbersome task when a

large number of tenants has to be supported.

∙ Shared table: All tenants share the same DBMS instance, the same schema, and

store their data in the same tables. To distinguish tenants from each other, a spe-

cial column containing a tenant identifier is inserted in each table. Again, standard

database systems can be used to implement this approach. Compared to shared

machine, system resources are shared/controlled, and maintenance applies to only

one instance. However, tenant migration becomes more complex, because tables

and disk volumes are not isolated. In the case of a crash, all tenants are affected.

Furthermore, database queries have to be rewritten to restrict results to the queried

tenant. Finally, tenant-specific extensions always influence other tenants.

∙ Shared DBMS instance: All tenants share the same DBMS instance. To isolate

the tenants, each tenant runs in a separate process, has its own tables, and its own

external-memory volumes. However, resources between tenants, e. g., memory pools,

communication sockets, and execution threads can be shared (by a pooling infras-

tructure that is common for all tenants). Sharing of meta data, i. e., the database

schema, is also possible. Clearly, this approach requires that the DBMS is made

aware of multiple tenants. However, it combines the best of both previous ap-

proaches: Tenants are isolated, maintenance applies to one instance only, resources

are shared/controlled, migration can be implemented based on tenant-specific disk

volumes, (meta-)data can be shared, a crashing tenant process does not tear down

other tenants, and tenant-specific extensions do not influence other tenants.

Because the third approach seems most reasonable, the SAP in-memory computing engine

supports multitenancy by sharing the DBMS instance. We will return to the details in

Section 5. First, we would like to give an overview over the features of our in-memory

database system.

3 The SAP In-Memory Computing Engine

The SAP in-memory computing engine is a relational database system that keeps the pri-

mary data copy in main memory. The target hardware consists of a cluster of blades, where
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each blade is typically equipped with up to 64 cores per blade and up to 2 TB main mem-

ory (at the time of writing). Of course, to avoid data loss during power failures, the system

needs a persistence on external storage as well as logging and recovery mechanisms (see

Section 3.8). However, the principal idea is to optimize the database system towards main-

memory access and keep the access frequency to external memory as low as possible. To

an end user, the system provides the usual functionality one might expect from a database

system: it supports the relational model, has a SQL interface, backup and recovery, and

full ACID support. In the following, we will discuss some key concepts of the in-memory

computing engine.

3.1 Row Storage and Column Storage

Tables in the in-memory computing engine can be stored column-wise or row-wise. The

storage mode can be defined by the user. Both storage types have their advantages regard-

ing access behavior. The column store supports set-based read-intensive data processing

along columns, for example, aggregation queries in online analytical processing (OLAP).

The row store naturally supports row-based and update-intensive operations, like single

key lookup or single row insertions. It serves best performance in applications with on-

line transaction processing (OTLP) characteristics. The storage mode is transparent to the

query engine, i. e., queries can freely combine data stored in both table formats. Tables can

also be converted on the fly. We describe the internal storage layouts for row and column

store below.

3.2 Compressed Column-Store Layout

To improve memory bandwidth utilization and to keep the memory footprint of enter-

prise data storage small, the column-store data in the IMCE is compressed. Especially,

lightweight compression schemes [BHF09, LSF09] are applies, where the CPU overhead

for compression and decompression does not overshadow the gain of reduced memory

bandwidth utilization. Furthermore, data stored in columns is particularly well-suited to

compression, because all values of a column stem from the same value domain.

All columns in the column store are compressed using dictionary coding: The values of

the column are replaced by integers (value IDs) that point to the original value, which

is stored in a separate sorted array. For example, assume we have a column where each

entry is one of four colors: [red, green, red, blue, white, red, ...]. The dictionary-encoded

variant consists of a sorted dictionary [blue, green, red, white] and an array named column

vector [2, 1, 2, 0, 3, 2, ...] containing the dictionary positions. We assume that the size

of the dictionary (i. e., the distinct-value cardinality of the column) is known in advance.

Therefore, we can encode each integer with the minimum number of bits (two in our

example) and pack them in a contiguous memory location. In our example, this contiguous

location would contain the following binary string: 100110001110... If string values are
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stored in the dictionary, the dictionary can be compressed using prefix compression. On

the compressed column vector, we apply more lightweight compression schemes, such as

run-length encoding or cluster coding [LSF09].

3.3 The Delta Store

The above described dictionary encoding does not allow cheap modifications or insertions.

For example, if a new column value appears due to an insert operation, it has to be placed

at the correct position in the sorted dictionary. The positions of the following entries have

to be shifted, requiring an update to all the affected integers in the column vector.

To solve this problem, the column store provides a write-optimized storage location called

delta store (the read-optimized store is called main store). The delta store is also column-

oriented and utilizes dictionary coding. In contrast to the main store, the dictionary is not

sorted. For fast access, a CSB+ tree index [RR00] is generated on the dictionary, which

maps the value ID (as index key) to the position in the unsorted dictionary (as index value).

The delta store requires more space than the main store. Due to the unsorted dictionary

and the additional CSB+-tree lookups, the performance is also slightly worse than the main

store. Therefore, from time to time, the delta store is merged together with the main store

[KGT+10]. To keep the system accepting updates during a merge, a second delta store is

created for each column. The secondary delta is declared to be the primary delta after the

merge has finished. Furthermore, while merging a table, the merged table is written to a

new main store. The old main store can then still be used to process read queries during

the merge phase.

3.4 Row-Store Layout

The row store keeps rows intact and organizes them 16 Kb pages which are kept in a

linked list, one per table. Variable-length fields are stored in “referenced mode”, i. e., the

data pages contain a pointer to the memory location, where the variable length value is

stored. Because of fixed-length rows, each row can be identified by a its physical address.

This row ID consists of a page identifier and an offset. In contrast to the column store, the

row store is not compressed. This allows simple and fast insertion: When a new row has

to be inserted, the page manager searches for a free slot in an existing page. If no such

page exists, a new batch of pages (64 MB) is allocated and the record is placed in a slot

of a new page. To speed up key-based lookup operations, columns in the row store can be

indexed using a cache-aware index structure. Such an index maps a value to the row IDs

of its occurrence. Indexes exist only in main memory and are built on the fly when the

table is loaded from external memory.
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3.5 Insert-Only and Multi-Version Concurrency Control

Many business applications have the need to keep historical data, e. g., for legal purposes.

Therefore, they do not want to update and overwrite data in place. To support these ap-

plications, the column store of the in-memory computing engine follows the insert-only

approach, i. e., physically, data is never updated in place. Rather, when a row is updated,

the new values are inserted into the delta store and the old values from the main store

are marked as overwritten. Likewise, deletions mark a row to be deleted but do not physi-

cally remove the entry. In the IMCE, the so-called consistent-view manager (CV manager)

keeps track of these changes. As an analysis of several customer systems has revealed that

many enterprise applications are not update intensive [Pla09]. However, from time to time,

the in-memory store should be freed from “old” entries. These old entries can be removed

during the delta merge. To fulfill the requirement that the data can still be queried, the

merge process places old rows into yet another store, namely the history store, which can

be placed on external memory to reduce main-memory consumption.

Insert-only is not a prerequisite for optimistic transaction synchronization [HR01]. How-

ever, the two concepts go well together, because concurrently running transactions have to

keep their write sets in optimistic concurrency control (OCC) anyway. The IMCE com-

bines the insert-only approach with multi-version concurrency control (MVCC). Because

insert-only does not physically remove or overwrite rows, the CV manager can keep track

of multiple versions. The CV manager can also make sure that every read transaction can

operate on a stable snapshot of the database at the time of transaction start (snapshot iso-

lation). Read/write and write/read conflicts between concurrent transactions can therefore

be avoided, thus facilitating transaction parallelism. To resolve write/write conflicts, we

do however not rely on an optimistic concurrency control scheme. Instead, we use classic

row-level locking. This avoids unnecessary transaction rollbacks due to overlapping write

sets. The IMCE provides transaction levels read committed and repeatable read. We omit

the discussion of insert-only and MVCC concepts in the row store for brevity.

3.6 Data Distribution

The SAP in-memory computing engine runs on a cluster of blades, where the blades are

interconnected by ethernet. The persistent store resides in a network-attached storage

(NAS) or a storage area network (SAN), connected to all blades [MSLR09]. Because each

blade has access to the same database, we would classically call this architecture shared

disk [Sto86]. However, because the primary copy of the data does not reside on disk, but in

the main memory private to each blade, we characterize it as a shared-nothing architecture.

With each blade having access to the same disk, the system has the chance to survive blade

failures: The data stored in the main memory of a corrupted blade can be recovered from

disk and re-loaded to the other blades automatically. Alternatively, a backup blade can

take over. We will come back to implementation details of distribution in Section 5.1.
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3.7 Parallel Data Processing

The in-memory computing engine allows to horizontally partition tables and distribute

the partitions across the blades. Several partitioning criteria are possible: round robin,

range-based, hash-based, etc. Running queries against partitioned data naturally can be

executed in parallel (data parallelism). Distributed queries are implemented on the basis

of a distributed query plan, distributed query processing algorithms, and a distributed plan

execution engine. To make full use of all compute resources, within one blade, the system

supports most kinds of query parallelism: inter-query, inter-operator, and intra-operator

parallelism [Rah94]. For fast scan and aggregation, special single instruction multiple data

(SIMD) instructions are applied, that can, for example, sum up four integers in parallel

[WPB+09]. The IMCE does not support the concept of pipeline parallelism. Rather,

every operation in the query plan runs to completion, before the result is sent to the next

operation. This allows us to optimize the data structures keeping intermediate results and

to save communication costs, when network access is required to ship intermediate results.

3.8 Persistence, Logging, and Recovery

Just like a disk-based DBMS, an in-memory DBMS has to ensure that after a power failure

the database can be recovered. The SAP in-memory computing engine is built on a page-

based persistence, i. e., a log entry can be written for a physical page (physical logging)

[GR93]. The log protocol adheres to write-ahead logging (WAL), i. e., before a transaction

commits, the log buffer is written to disk. To avoid undo logging, the buffer manager

implements the shadow-page concept [Lor77]. Due to the WAL protocol, pages can be

written to external memory in deferred mode (after transactions have committed).

The column store implements logical logging to keep track of the modifications on the

delta store. The logical log is written to a virtual file, which consists of pages provided by

the page-based persistence layer. Thereby, the logical log is recoverable. Note, the delta

store itself is not written to external memory. Rather, it is built from the logical log during

system startup. For the row store, as special differential logging technique is applied,

which enables parallel log streams to multiple external disk drives [LKC01]. All data and

log information is written into disk volumes – files provided by the operating system.

4 Data Management Requirements of Multi-Tenant Applications

The in-memory computing engine allows multiple tenants to share one instance, i. e., it

follows the shared DBMS instance approach described in Section 5.2. Instance sharing

is implemented by adding tenant-management logic in the database system. We will see

how this works in the next section. First, let us look at the data management requirements

posed by multi-tenant applications, such as Business ByDesign [ByD] – SAP’s enterprise

solution for small and mid-size companies.
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In the following, we assume a classical three-tier software architecture, where the presen-

tation layer is separated from the application logic running on various application servers,

and the application layer is separated from the database layer. Orthogonal to this soft-

ware stack, a multi-tenant application needs software to maintain the stack. We omit the

discussion on the aspects of multitenancy to the presentation layer (e. g., tenant-specific

customizations) and the application layer (e. g., tenant-specific application logic) and fo-

cus directly on the requirements posed on the database layer and the database-specifics of

the maintenance software.

For an application, the overall requirement to the database system is transparency of re-

source sharing. The application should operate on a tenant database, as if each tenant

would possess its own database instance. For example, the application should be able to

open a database connection for a specific tenant. All queries via this connection are then

local to the connection’s tenant. This way, the application does not have to deal with “spe-

cial logic” to query tenant-specific data (such as having to inject a tenant ID to all SQL

queries). The application should also be disallowed to directly access data from other ten-

ants (if an application requires interaction with other tenants, it has to use the standard

communication channels, e. g., via middleware software, such as SAP Process Integration

[PI]). Transparency of resource sharing also means that a tenant should not be influenced

by other tenants whom resources are shared with. For example, when a tenant crashes, it

should not tear down other tenants. Furthermore, when a tenant requires peak database

performance, other tenants sharing the same resources should still meet their service level

agreements (SLAs).

In the requirements discussion so far, we have neglected the fact that the application run-

ning on a multi-tenant database system also has to support multiple tenants and needs

to share resources. The database-specific fraction of these shared resources are schema

artifacts and shared table data. To distinguish them, we classify tables as: 1. tenant-

independent tables, 2. tenant-dependent tables, and 3. tenant-private tables. Tenant-

independent tables contain information useful for any tenant, for example, currency ex-

change rates. Tenants are not allowed to modify these tables. Because to the application,

every tenant has the same initial schema, the database should support to specify an initial

schema (called tenant template in the following) from which new tenants can be created

by cloning. The tenant template contains tenant-independent tables and tenant-dependent

tables. Initially, both can contain data, for example, default values (but do not have to).

A running tenant stores its data in the tenant-dependent tables. Applications should be

allowed to extend the initial schema with tenant-private tables. It should also be possible,

to add new columns to existing tenant-dependent tables. This is important for application

customizing.

Of course, the maintenance software of a multi-tenant application cannot be transpar-

ent w. r. t. resource sharing in the database layer. It has to organize resource sharing.

The database system should provide services for tenant life-cycle management, such as

creation (see above) and dynamic tenant startup and shutdown. It should make tenant

relocation, backup, and cloning possible without downtime or significant performance

degradations. Relocation is required when tenants have to be moved to faster/larger ma-

chines or if they want to go on-premise. Closing is often required to create test tenants.
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The database system should also allow to define tenant-specific quotas, e. g., to model

SLAs. Furthermore, to support flexible software roll-out scenarios, the database system

should provide for tenant-specific release management. Of course, this only applies to the

database schema and tables, not to the code base of the database system itself (which pro-

vide tenant-specific release management without tenant relocation). To react on customer-

specific failures and performance glitches, tenant debugging, tracing, and monitoring fa-

cilities are required. Finally, the database system should allow to replicate tenants for high

availability and load balancing. Please consult [AJPK09] for further readings.

5 Tenant Integration in the In-Memory Computing Engine

The in-memory computing engine implements multitenancy through the shared DBMS

instance approach. The basic concept to achieve transparency of resource sharing is tenant

separation. The IMCE carefully distinguishes between artifacts that have to be separated

between tenants and those that have to be shared among them. We will come back to this

point in Section 5.2. Because support for multitenancy is intermingled with the distributed

system aspects of the IMCE, we turn our focus first to distribution.

5.1 Distributed Instances

The topic map in Figure 1 shows the elements of a distributed IMCE instance and how

they are related. A distributed instance consists of multiple database servers, each of

which runs in a separate operating system process and has its own disk volumes. The

database servers of a distributed system may be distributed across multiple hosts – never-

theless it is also possible to run multiple database servers on one host. The key principle

of executing database operations is to run the operations at the location, where the data

resides. Therefore, database servers may need to forward the execution of some opera-

tions to other servers that own some data involved in the operation. In a data distribution

scenario, the database clients do not need to know about the distribution. They may send

their requests to any database server. If the server does not own all data involved, it will

delegate the execution of some operations to other servers, collect the result, and return it

to the database client (performance considerations nevertheless make it desirable to send

the request immediately to the processing node).

In a distributed IMCE system, a central component is required that knows the topology

of the system and how data is distributed. In our system, this component is called name

server. The name server holds for example the information, which tables of table partitions

are located on which IMCE database server. In a multi-tenant system, the name server is

hierarchical in a way, that the global nameserver knows the assignment of tenants to IMCE

database servers, whereas the tenant-specific nameservers hold the information about table

locations.
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Figure 1: Structure of Distributed IMCE systems

When processing a query, the database servers ask the name server about the locations

of the involved tables. To prevent this from having a negative impact on performance,

the topology and distribution information is replicated and cached on every host. In each

IMCE system, there is one master name server that owns the topology and distribution

information. This data is replicated to slave name servers that run on each host. The slave

name servers store the replicated data to a cache in shared memory from where the IMCE

database servers on the same host can read it (if belonging to the same system).

In a data distribution scenario, the partitioning can be done table-wise or by splitting tables

horizontally. With table-wise partitioning, the name server assigns new tables to a IMCE

database server based on the current distribution of tables and load (number of tables as-

signed and resource consumption of the database servers). Data for this table will reside

only on that database server, if no additional replicas are specified. It is also possible to

specify that a table is split over multiple IMCE database servers. Initial table partition-

ing is done by the name server based on a size estimation specified by the application.

When records are inserted into a partitioned table, they may be distributed to other IMCE
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database servers based on the table’s partitioning specification. In a multi-tenant IMCE

system, partitioning is done tenant-wise.

The master name server of an IMCE system is a critical central component in a distributed

setup. To ensure high availability, it is possible to have additional name servers as backup

master name servers (standard configuration is two). During normal operation, the backup

master name servers receive all replicated data like the slave names servers. If the master

name server fails, the backup server negotiate and one of them takes over the role of the

master server.

Analogous to the topology information and nameserver, each IMCE database server con-

tains a meta-data manager that provides meta-data-related interfaces to all other IMCE

components. Meta data are for example table definitions or types of the columns. In a

distributed IMCE system, meta data is defined and stored centrally and replicated to all

database servers. One of the database servers takes the role of central meta-data master,

of which there is one per IMCE system. Only on the host running the central meta-data

master, global meta data can be created.

On each host, there is a local meta data master that receives replicated meta data from the

central master. The local meta-data master makes the replicated meta data available to the

IMCE database servers on the same host using shared memory. These database servers are

called meta-data slaves. Meta-data slaves have only read access to the replicated central

meta data. Central meta-data master and local meta-data master are not separate server

processes, but are hosted by specific IMCE database servers. Meta-data replication is

handled transparently by the meta-data managers. All other IMCE components use the

meta-data manager interface. Therefore, the replication of meta data is completely hidden

from them. For read access, meta-data replication is also transparent for database clients.

No matter to which server a database client is connected, it can read all central meta data.

Because central meta data is created in the meta-data master only, database clients that

need to create or change central meta data need to connect to the meta-data master. A

second type of meta data, local meta data, can be created on the local database server.

This type of meta data is local to the database server where it is created and is not shared

with others, even on the same host. This feature is used in multi-tenant systems for defining

meta data that is private to the tenant (see Section 5.2).

To ensure transactional consistency in distributed setups, the IMCE supports distributed

transactions. Each IMCE system can have multiple transaction domains to which the

IMCE database servers are uniquely assigned (as shown in Figure 1). Distributed trans-

actions may span only IMCE database servers within the same transaction domain. In a

transaction domain, there is one IMCE database server that has the role of the transaction

master, while the others act as transaction slaves. The transaction master also coordinates

the two-phase commit protocol.
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Figure 2: Multitenancy in the In-Memory Computing Engine

5.2 Multitenancy

Since SAP R/2, multitenancy is to some degree achieved with the client concept: All

client-dependent tables contain a client column that is used by the application server to

distinguish multiple clients (shared table approach). The client column can be used for

partitioning and clustering at the database level, but for conventional DBMSs, the client

identifier is just another column, i. e., conventional DBMSs are not aware of the client

concept. In IMCE, this is different, because it offers support for multiple tenants already

at the DBMS level (shared DBMS-instance approach).

As we will see, the tenants of one IMCE system share common meta data, but for the

actual tables that hold application data, there are separate instances per tenant. This means

that each tenant has its own set of application-specific tables storing all the tenant-specific

data. As a result, a tenant-identifier column is not needed in the tenant-specific instances

of the table. The tenant identifier would always contain a constant value.

The topic map in Figure 2 explains, how important concepts relevant for multitenancy are

related in the in-memory computing engine. An IMCE system with multiple tenants is

a distributed IMCE system, where each database server uniquely belongs to one tenant.

Tenants run in different operating system processes with their own virtual memory. Addi-

tionally, they also have their own disk volumes. This separation allows us to isolate tenant

crashes or failures and to recover from them tenant-wise. In the following, the term tenant

server is used to refer to the database server that belongs to a specific tenant.
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Table 2: Tenant Separation and Types of Tables

Type Table Content (Data) Meta Data

Tenant-

Independent

Stored in system tenant; Read

access from other tenants

Stored in system tenant; Read

access from other tenants

Tenant-

Dependent

Independent instances of the ta-

ble exist in each tenant with

content that is private to the ten-

ant

Table definition is stored cen-

trally in system tenant with

read access from other tenants;

tenant-specific extensions (ad-

ditional columns, etc.) are

stored as private meta data

Tenant-Private Stored as private data of the

tenant with no access from

other tenants

Stored as private meta data of

the tenant

To support data and meta-data sharing in multitenant applications (such as Business By-

Design), the in-memory computing engine provides the three table categories introduced

in Section 4: tenant-independent tables, tenant-dependent tables and tenant-private ta-

bles. To implement these table types, each IMCE system has one special tenant called

the system tenant (other tenants are called normal tenants). The system tenant contains

tenant-independent meta data and application data, as well as the tenant-dependent meta

data. Both can be accessed in read mode by normal tenants. Tenant-independent data are,

for example, country names or time zones for currency rates. Tenant-independent data can

be relevant to all tenants and is delivered by SAP as built-in content. As the owner of the

global meta data in a distributed IMCE system (see Section 5.1), the system tenant also

manages the central meta data of tenant-independent and tenant-dependent tables which

is, like the built-in content, available to all other tenants for read access.

Normal tenants can define their own private meta data (i. e., new tables, columns, views,

functions), which is only visible to them. Furthermore, The data from normal tenants

itself is also isolated: In the context of one tenant, data from other normal tenants cannot

be accessed directly. If a client needs access to more than one normal tenant (for example

a tenant management tool), it needs to open separate database connections to each tenant.

Table 2 summarizes how meta data and content is stored and accessed for the three types

of tables.

As a further measure to guarantee tenant isolation, each tenant is assigned to its own

transaction domain. This ensures that a transaction is restricted to one tenant and that that

a single transaction cannot span multiple tenants. Therefore, we only allow distributed

transactions within one tenant but not across tenants.

Having different disk volumes for different tenants makes it easier to support tenant life-

cycle management, such as tenant copy, tenant relocation, or tenant deletion. When relo-

cating a tenant to a different IMCE database server in the same IMCE system, the tenant-

specific volume can be detached from the original server and attached to the new server.
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For moving or copying tenants between different IMCE systems, the problem arises how

shared meta data should be handled. For such a cross-system tenant move, it is ensured

that the tenant data to be moved is consistent with central meta data in the new system.

Tenant creation is implemented by cloning a template tenant.

Database clients need multiple database connections if they need to access more than one

tenant. However, sometimes applications need to combine tenant-dependent tables with

tenant-independent tables (stored in the system tenant) in one query – for example in a

join operation, a sub-query, or a union. To process this type of queries, the tenant servers

for normal tenants have indirect read access to tenant independent tables. A database

client that is connected to the database server of a normal tenant may combine tenant-

independent tables and tenant tables in the same query. If a tenant server receives such a

query, it delegates the corresponding operations to the database server of the system tenant,

combines the results with local results, and returns them to the database client. Therefore,

it provides federation capabilities between the local and the system tenant. This way, the

database clients need not be aware of the fact that the system tenant is involved.

Because the system tenant belongs to a different transaction domain, a query that involves

access to tenant-independent tables is executed by running two different transactions.

Therefore, transparent access to tenant-independent tables by a normal tenant is limited

to read-only operations. If a database server assigned to a normal tenant receives a request

to modify the content of tenant independent-tables, it reports an error. A database client

that needs to write tenant-independent tables needs to open a connection to the system

tenant server.

As introduced above, if meta data is created in a normal tenant, it is stored in the tenant as

private meta data which is not accessible by other tenants. When reading meta data in the

context of one tenant, the result is calculated as the union of central meta data and tenant-

private meta data. This is done by the meta-data managers and is hidden from all other

IMCE components. It is possible to use private meta data for tenant-specific extensions

of centrally defined meta data. Tenant-specific column extensions are implemented by

creating new columns (using ALTER TABLE) in the tenant-private meta data. These

additional fields only exist in this specific tenant.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we highlighted the multitenancy features of the in-memory computing en-

gine. The in-memory computing engine is SAP’s main-memory database management

system. Its target hardware is a cluster of blades, where each blade can hold up to 2 Tb of

main memory and up to 64 physical cores. The IMCE has a row store and a compressed

column store, supports insert-only data management, data partitioning and distribution

across blades, as well as parallel query processing.

Regarding multitenancy, the IMCE provides support at two conceptual levels: at the

database level, by tenant separation and life-cycle management, and at the application

level by providing capabilities for meta-data and data sharing. In IMCE, distribution and
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multitenancy are closely related. The multitenancy implementation builds on meta-data

replication features of distributed IMCE instances.
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